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CHEF’S TALK I HONG KONG

FT(Foodtalk): How did you get your start in pastry and 

desserts? Was it something you’ve always wanted to do?

RC(Roy Chan): I initially chose to study cooking because I 

am something of an introvert, and the kitchen felt perfect 

for me. I ended up choosing pastry, where I was taught by 

the now chairman of Hong Kong Bakery and Confectionery 

Association, Louisa Ho. Through learning, practicing and 

ultimately an internship with JW Marriot in Hong Kong, I 

IRXQG�IXO´OOPHQW�IURP�EDNLQJ�DQG�GHFLGHG�WR�FRQWLQXH�RQ�

this path.

FT: How do you come up with the ideas for your 

creations? Can you talk us through the creative process 

DQG�ZKDW�LQµXHQFHV�\RXU�FUHDWLRQV"

RC: We have regular meetings to decide seasonal themes. 

We then start with ingredients – for example, in autumn, 

we might use maple syrup. We then look at how those 

ingredients can work together in terms of presentation and 

FRORXUV��DQG�HYHQWXDOO\�´JXUH�RXW�KRZ�ZH�FDQ�SURGXFH�LW��

Executive Pastry Chef of Royal Plaza 

Hotel, Roy Chan, takes pastries and 

desserts to the next level with his 

creativity and eye for detail

Sugar Man

By Karen Chiang

Photography courtesy 
Royal Plaza Hotel and Chris Luk
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FT(Foodtalk): ⊭⋤⋏娾仃ᶉ䯷Ჾ⽦㓭⡀ḓ摉⢉垻Ḛ䮓涜
⍊䏚⍿䕂濨廗㓭⽦Ჾ䖲⾱Ἐ䕂ᵉ⾃⒌濨
RC(Roy Chan): 㛧∄恟㒮⭟侹䃠棑㘖⛇䂡ㇸ䙫『㠣㮻廪ⅎ
⏸Əḍ妡⽾⻁㈦㘖㛧恐⏯ㇸ䙫ⷌὃ䒗⡪˛㩆䷊ⷎ⏯ᷲƏㇸ㛰
⎾䏥Ợ榀㸖䂿䄀⯯㥔⌻㛪Ḣ⸔Ἴ偽䐣⥚⣒㕀⯵╆咀Ə⛇俳恟㒮
ṭ䲼滅壤ὃㇷ䂡ㇸ㗌⽳䙣ⰼ㖠⏸˛忶怵⭟侹⑳䷛侹Ə孺ㇸ䴩㖣
㛰㩆㛪✏榀㸖JW吓屑愹⯍侹˛ㇸ✏䂿䄀Ḕ⽾∗䙫ㇷⰘㄆị
ㇸ㛛⊇⟬⮁✗㜄吾怀ῲ㖠⏸䙣ⰼ˛

⸄ẓ愹堳㔦䲼棬两⻁晚乣⾾ƋRoy Chanƌㅸ吾
≜ヶ⑳ᷧ䵙ᷴ勆䙫ⷌὃㄲ⺍Ə⯮䲼滅⑳䔃⒨壤ὃ㎷
⌮凚㛛檿ⱋ㬈

Sometimes we have to complete a perfected product within 

two days!

FT: What is your favourite dessert to make, and what’s 

most challenging about creating it?

RC: 1DSROHRQ�FDNH��,W�ZDV�WKH�´UVW�,�PDGH�IURP�VFUDWFK�DIWHU�

leaving school, when I was working at JW Marriot Hong 

Kong. I shared it with my family for my mum’s birthday. Puff 

SDVWU\�LV�YHU\�GLI´FXOW�WR�JHW�ULJKW��\RX�ZRQW�NQRZ�XQWLO�LW�

comes out of the oven. Nowadays it’s much easier to make 

Napoleon cake with pre-made puff pastry dough.

FT: What do you think is the key to making a good 

dessert?

RC: Every part of the process is important. Each ingredient 

QHHGV�WR�ZRUN�ZLWK�RQH�DQRWKHU��IURP�FDNH�EDVH�WR�´QDO�

decoration. Skills wise, controlling the temperature is also 

very important. You have to be patient, because baking 

takes time.

甜品達⼈
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FT:�⽦ℳḚ䕂昆ḓ今Ṅ濨⽦侻⋤⋏ハỏᶉ䯷Ჾ储ⲯ䕂ℳḚ
㨵䣉ᶣ⊈ⸯ暽⽦ℳḚ䕂▞䯞濨
RC:�ㇸῸ㛪⮁㜆凰堳㛪字Ọ㱡⮁⭊⺍Ḣ栳Ə䄝⽳ᾦ⾅㜷㖀敲⦲吾
㈲Əὲ⥩✏䦲⤐㘩⏖僤㛪恟䔏㤺䲽㼦˛Ḳ⽳ƏㇸῸ妧⯆棆㜷䙫栶
剙⑳⣽妧Ə◾婍愴㐔⇡ᷴ⏳䙫䴫⏯Ə㛧⽳ᾦ吤⯍壤ὃ䲼滅䙫⏫柬
⅞檻䴗䮧˛ㇸῸ㛥䵺婍怵✏䟔䟔⅐⤐ⅎƏ䔘㦲〄敲⦲壤ὃ⇡ᷧờ
⭳併䙫䲼滅Ƅ

FT:�⽦㖾㨟垻Ḛᵾ浺䏚⍿濕垻Ḛ⩁㖾‵㇏ヮ⻥䕂⊆㓭ᵾ浺濨
RC:�ㇸ䛟Ὲ㘖㋦䠛ⴀ嚲䲼␎˛悊㘖ㇸ≂≂䕉㥔⽳Ə✏榀㸖JW吓
屑愹ⷌὃ㘩䬓ᷧờ䔘曝敲⦲壤ὃ䙫䔃⒨˛ㇸ⯮嚲䲼⸝⛅⮝Ə⑳
⮝ạᷧ嵞ㅝ䥄⪤⪤䙫䔆㗌˛壤ὃ慌䚕䲼滅曧奨廪檿䙫㉧ⷎƏ⛇䂡
⽧⽧奨∗䃋䃾⭳ㇷ⽳㈴僤䟌怺䴷㞃˛⥤ㇸῸ䏥㘩⏖Ọὦ䔏柷壤
䙫慌䚕溜⛿Ὥ壤ὃ㋦䠛ⴀ嚲䲼Əị壤ὃ怵䧲㮻Ọ⽧䰈▕⽾⤁ṭ˛

FT:�⽦奋㽸垻Ḛ⠻䕂䏚⍿㖾悋堿䕂㓭ᵾ浺濨
RC:�䔃⒨壤ὃ䙫㮶ᷧῲ㭌橆惤凰嶚廼憴˛⾅壤ὃ嚲䲼∗㛧䴩䙫
壄棥Ə㮶䨕㜷㖀惤曧奨ṹ䛟愴⏯˛㉧ⷎ㖠杉Ə㎎∝㺒⺍Ṇ⽯憴
奨˛⛇䂡䂿䄀曧奨㘩敺Ə㈧Ọわẍ曧奨ῄ㋨俷『˛

FT:�㖾ᶢ⽦椓ὰ䕂䏚⍿ℳḚ㓭ᵾ浺濨
RC:�ㇸペㆰ婙㘖⌱䆆劄⣒㒢˛䕝怀䔃⒨敲⦲㴨堳㘩ƏㇸῸ㘖⅝Ḕ
ᷧ敺㛧㗐壤ὃ䙫棬Ə䕝㘩㛛䍙㜓✗ₚ⩹ↇỌⷩ杉ᷱ⅝Ḕᷧ㬥㛧
䙫⌱䆆劄⣒㒢˛Ἥ⅝⯍ㇸ✏⁁⇡䬓ᷧ㉠劄⣒㒢Ḳ∴Əㇸ⾅Ὥ惤
㱹㛰⒨♷怀㬥䲼滅Ƅ

FT:�彡浺⽦㓭⻌浺⾱₸垻Ḛ槺桪喉䮓廗᳹⿍濨
RC:�ㇸῸ㘩⸟曧奨䂡䉠∌䮧䛕壤ὃᷧẂ杅⸟⅞≜ヶ䙫䔃⒨˛㞷ᷧ
㬈ㇸ䙣⤮ペƝ⥩㞃ㇸῸ⯮ᷧẂ湠滅孱ㇷ䔃⒨Ə㔯㞃㛪㘖⿵㨊Ƣ
✏ᷧ㬈㗌㜓棷椏䛲∗䙫棆䉐㈧╆䙣ᷲƏㇸ㱡⮁壤ὃᷧ䨕⏖ᾂ棆

FT: Which is your proudest creation?

RC: 7KH�KDOI�EDNHG�FKHHVH�WDUW��:H�ZHUH�RQH�RI�WKH�´UVW�

to do it when the trend started, and were ranked by local 

media to be one of the best. Few people knew that I 

hadn’t even tried the tart before I made it!

FT: What about the sweet surprise cake? How did you 

come up with the idea?

RC: We needed to make something very ‘out of the box’ 

for a particular event. I had a sudden thought, “what if we 

WXUQ�VRPHWKLQJ�VDYRXU\�LQWR�VRPHWKLQJ�VZHHW"«�,QVSLUHG�

by the food models I’ve seen at Japanese restaurants, I 

decided to make an edible and sweet version. We have 

Every part of the process is important. Each ingredient needs to work with 
one another…You have to be patient, because baking takes time

Sweet surprise cake – ramen 
(Mango custard cake with hazelnut chocolate tempura)

Sweet surprise cake – sausage abalone rice (Chestnut cake 
with crispy rice, cookie sausages and chocolate abalones)
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䔏䙫䔃䈯㜓˛凑䬓ᷧ㬥欣榓嚲䲼㎏⇡⽳ƏㇸῸ⎯ⅴ㋸㈗⅝ẽ棆
䉐Ə䴷㞃∴⽳两⅘≜ὃṭ嵬怵��㬥䛲嵞Ὥ₶䲌˚䔆埻䅙˚ㇽ叇嘦
䁹棖䙫嚲䲼˛

FT:�⽦ヾℳḚ䕂䏚⍿濕ṉ⡀ᾍ䗝ⵤ㠳榖䕂䦉榒ㆇ浳濕⑬㨠ℳ⿍
⇿山濕今᳒⇿乌⌱Ʋ◦垻Ḛ弌䣉ᳫ濕⎨Ჾỉ㨣椝㖾‵㇏ヮ⻥濨
RC:�㛧曊䙫惏⇭㘖㦲〄ᷧỤ䜆㭊⏖堳䙫棆孃˛▕㘖㦲〄㛰㘩ᾦ奨
ᷧ㕛⤐㘩敺Ə俳⯮⅝ế嫟⯍堳㛛㘖奨㉼⅌䛟䕝⤁䙫䲥䥅⑳⾪⊂˛
⽯⤁㘩 ƏㇸῸ⾬柯Ọ≜㖗䙫㖠Ὥ壤ὃᷧẂ⏖堳䙫ὃ⒨Əὲ
⥩Ə䔏䙤㜘⏋⊂䱚㳈劀㈺怇⇡䙤棖䙫⣽妧⑳峑ㄆ˛

FT:�ⳛᵪ怐ⵕ䱑僅乌⩷⍿䄊⋆Ḛ㉦₸᳹朊∆凴濕⇃ㆪ㖾序䭼
⺁垻ḚƱᶣ孑㽸᳹朊䕂∆凴⠕柎⍊䏚涜储Ⅷ柎Ʋ廗ᵙ曃䖬㖾㗇
屡ピ㖾‵㇏ヮ⻥䕂㓭ᵾ浺濨⽦彂僅⎨ᵙ‴ᶔ䏠⍿朜⃣ピ⍿䄊⋆Ḛ
弌⒌濨
RC:�ṭ姊Ḣ栳ㇽ䔉⒨杅⸟憴奨Ə⛇䂡ㇸῸ⏖Ọ⾅⒨䈳Ḕ䍙⎽术
ㄆ˛✏㎏⇡Paul & Joe䙫ᷲ⌯匝⤾棷㘩ƏㇸῸὦ䔏㨈⅞⑳㜘⏋
⊂壤ὃṭ⣽❲⥩㛧㖗㬥⏊䳬䙫嚲䲼˛㭋⣽ƏㇸῸẍ凮䏇⯝⒨䈳ㇽ�

since made cakes that look like congee, or oyster hot pot, 

or pineapple fried rice – altogether over 10 designs.

FT: Your sweet creations like the realistic ramen 3D 

cake are both creative and delicious. What’s the most 

challenging part about creating them?

RC: The hardest part is to create a recipe that can be 

practically produced. If it takes a whole day it doesn’t 

make sense on an operational level. We have to think of 

creative ways to make realistic recreations – for example, 

we create rice with ingredients like white chocolate rice 

puffs. 

FT: Royal Plaza Hotel often works with beauty brands 

to create themed tea sets, including an elaborate cat-

themed tea set and dessert buffet you put together 

recently. What is most fun or challenging about these 

projects? What other product categories or brands do 

you work with?

Hong Kong diners are also increasingly critical of what they eat,
so in order to please them you have to give it a bit more thought

Lion Rock
Bare Mineral - tea set
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RC: It is really important to understand the theme or 

product, and take inspiration from the brand. For the 

Paul & Joe afternoon tea set we made a cake version of 

the latest lipstick using moulds and chocolate. We have 

also worked with jewellery brands, or games like Candy 

Crush. The trick is to tailor-make each tea set with fun but 

reproducible elements that pays homage to the brand.

FT: What do you feel are the main differences between 

western and Asian dessert making? What’s the key to 

combining their ingredients and techniques successfully?

RC: To me, cakes will always be western. The only 

difference is, in Asia we use ingredients from around the 

region, such as China or Japan. When you change the 

ingredients, the recipe has to be adjusted. The weather also 

affects it, for example in hotter climates like Hong Kong we 

have to use more gelatin powder. You really have to do a 

lot of tweaking and testing.

FT: Are there differences in being a pastry chef in Hong 

Kong compared to other Asia countries?

RC:  Pastry chefs in Hong Kong have to be able to endure 

long working hours. When I started, I had to work 15 hours 

a day. Hong Kong diners are also increasingly critical of 

what they eat, so in order to please them you have to give 

it a bit more thought. People want good-looking food and 

the latest trends.

Candy Crush�䬰怱㈙⏯ὃ怵˛䕝Ḕ䙫娊䪬㘖䂡㮶㬥ᷲ⌯匝⺍庒
姩⁁㛰嶊⎱⏖堳䙫K䴇ƏỌ⏸⒨䈳凛㕓˛

FT:�⽦塸堽㑷⍊ᵜ㯰䏚⍿䕂垻Ḛ᳹堿㗇ᵾ浺⃣濨堿⫅⩁ỏ䕂
㘎㑗⍊ㄾ圑ノ⅝䰎⋆濕撚戳㓭ᵾ浺濨
RC:�ㇸ婴䂡嚲䲼㰟恇㘖奦㖠䙫䔃⒨˛┖ᷧ䙫⌧∌㘖Ə庒嘼ẅ㴙䙫
ㇸῸ㛪ὦ䔏愗徸✗⌧㈧㎷ᾂ䙫棆㜷Əὲ⥩Ḕ⛲ㇽ㗌㜓˛䕝㛛㔠㜷
㖀㘩Əᾦ⾬柯䛟ㆰ媦㕛䃠媦㖠㲼˛㭋⣽Ə⤐㰊Ṇ㘖ᷧῲ⽘柦⛇
䴇Əὲ⥩₶榀㸖怀㨊廪䆘䙫㰊 ƏㇸῸ⾬柯ὦ䔏㛛⤁歁冇䱰˛㈧
Ọ✏㕛ῲ怵䧲ḔƏわ⾬柯ὃ⽯⤁媦㕛⑳㸓婍˛

FT:�䖶㪒尵ᵜ㯰‴ᶔ◉⩴䕂䮓涜⳩ὃ濕桗㳭䕂䮓涜⳩ὃ㗇ᵾ浺
⋊濨
RC:�榀㸖䙫䲼滅⸒⾬柯僤⾴⎾㥜敞䙫ⷌὃ㘩敺˛≂⅌堳㘩Əㇸ
㮶⤐✮柯ⷌὃ����⯶㘩˛⏳㘩Ə榀㸖棆⮉⯴棆䉐峑䴇䙫奨㰩嵱Ὥ
嵱檿ƏẽῸᷴ▕㭉忤㰩棆䉐峊䛟␟Ə㛛奨㰩參椁⑳⅏䏪㽕㴨㎌
庳˛⛇㭋䂡ṭị桎⮉㻦ヶƏ⻁⸒⾬柯⤁劘⾪〄˛

La Scala


